Wordscapes level 2496 answers
Wordscapes level 2496 in the Passage Group and River Pack contains 15 words
and the letters CKLOPTU making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 37 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 28,642 words and 118,591 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
CULT, LOCK, LUCK, PLOT, COUP, TUCK, CLOT, COLT, PUCK, POUT, LOUT, PLUCK, CLOUT,
LOCKUP, POTLUCK.
The extra or bonus words are:
TOLU, OUT, POULT, CUT, COL, PUL, LOUP, CLOU, LOT, CLOP, LOP, PUTLOCK, PLUOT,
UPO, PULK, UPLOCK, COT, POUK, POCK, TUP, OULK, POT, POLK, KOP, POLT, COP,
CUP, OUK, TOP, OPT, POL, TOC, TOCK, PLU, PUT, LOU, TOUK.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 2496
CULT - A group of people with a religious, philosophical or cultural identity sometim
es viewed as a sect, often existing on the margins of society or exploitative towards
its members.
LOCK - Something used for fastening, which can only be opened with a key or combinati
on.
LUCK - Something that happens to someone by chance, a chance occurrence.
PLOT - The general course of a story including significant events that determine its
course or significant patterns of events.
COUP - A quick, brilliant, and highly successful act; a triumph.
TUCK - To fit neatly.
CLOT - A solidified mass of blood.
COLT - A young male horse.
PUCK - A hard hard rubber disc; any other flat disc meant to be hit across a flat sur
face in a game.
POUT - One's facial expression when pouting.
LOUT - Troublemaker, often violent.
PLUCK - To pull something sharply; to pull something out.
CLOUT - Influence or effectiveness, especially political.
LOCKUP - A jail, prison.
POTLUCK - A meal, especially one offered to a guest, consisting of whatever is availa
ble.

